Video zone: Safer Internet Day song – Surf – exercises
Safer Internet Day is in February every year. Check out this music video showing us how to stay safe
online.
Do the preparation task first. Then watch the video and do the exercises. Remember you can read the
transcript at any time.

Preparation
Match the vocabulary with the correct definition and write a–h next to the numbers 1–8.
1…….. consent

a.

a worry

2…….. to drown

b.

to collect things together from different places

3…….. a concern

c.

to die by being unable to breathe underwater

4…….. to gather

d.

permission

5…….. fake

e.

a wise or reasonable way of seeing or thinking about something

6…….. boundless

f.

fine; acceptable

7…….. all right

g.

something that is made to look real in order to deceive people

8…….. perspective

h.

having no limits

1. Check your understanding: grouping
Write the tips in the correct group.

Give out your personal details to everyone.
Learn how to keep yourself
and your information safe.

Ask your friends ‘Is it all right?’ if you want
to share things that involve them.

Think carefully about
your actions online.

Enjoy using the internet to
learn and communicate.

Give consent to every website that
wants to store or access your data.

Give permission to your friends to share things
about you without thinking carefully.

Do

Don’t
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2. Check your understanding: multiple choice
Circle the correct word to complete these lines from the song.
1.

You wouldn’t go surfing if you never learned to sing / think / swim .

2.

Surfing on the web is a very similar spring / thing / king .

3.

Be informed, think about the actions you transform / perform / platform .

4.

Do you give consent, where is it stored / adored / bored ?

5.

Do you give permission if they’re sharing what you sent / lent / spent ?

6.

This is the mission and the issue is content / cement / consent .

7.

Check, where is this going, bye / why / sigh ?

8.

Check, do I really want this headline / airline / online ?

Discussion
How often do you use the internet? What do you do to stay safe online?

